Manual Measuring or Weighing:
Solomon Colors ColorFlo® liquid
color may also be pumped from a
drum or tote, or emptied by gravity
flow into a small container, which is
either weighed on a scale or filled
to a predetermined line on the side
of the container.

indicate the mix design along with
a sample or representation of the
desired color that is to be
produced.
Samples: Samples of Solomon
Colors standard color and
specifically blended colors are
available for submittals either in
convenient cement blocks, and/or
for constructing on the job site
mock-up sections or slabs. The
color block samples are mixed in
the Solomon Colors Lab with either
the supplied local cement and
aggregates or Solomon Colors
available cement and aggregates.

Application: Solomon Colors
ColorFlo® should be agitated prior
to use to insure uniformity. For a
zero-slump application, ColorFlo®
is added just after the pre-wetted
aggregate and before the cement
addition. This allows the
aggregate to distribute the color
uniformly, which will promote an
7. LIMIT OF WARRANTY
even distribution of pigment
particles on the surface of the
AND LIABILITY
cement crystals. For ready mix
Solomon Colors, Inc. warrants that
applications, ColorFlo® may be
all their products conform to the
added in front, during the batching
description and standards as
or at the end of the batch cycle.
stated on the product packaging
and specific product literature. If
Curing: In locations where humidproperly mixed and applied,
ity is low and temperatures are
Solomon Colors warrants the
high, a curing compound may need
ColorFlo® Liquid Concrete Color to
to be applied while the concrete is
be uniform, limeproof and
still damp but not wet, and hard
sunfast. The exclusive remedy of
enough to resist scuffing if a
the user or buyer and the limit of
finisher is walking on the concrete
liability of the company shall be the
while applying a curing product. In
purchase price paid by the user or
locations that have high humidity
buyer for the quantity of the
and low temperatures, a curing
Solomon Colors product involved.
compound may trap moisture
Because Solomon Colors has no
between the concrete and the
control over the workmanship or
curing product, causing the surface
other materials used along with our
to become cloudy. In these
colors, we are not responsible for
conditions, letting the concrete
the finished job or method used.
cure naturally may be best. Be
careful to keep traffic off of the
decorative concrete to protect it
from damage. After the concrete is
24 hours old, it is recommended
that the concrete be cleaned with a
pressure washer before applying
any type of curing compound or
sealer. When using a curing
compound application should be
one thin coat. If a decorative sealer
is being used, apply multiple thin
coats and allow drying to the touch
between coats. Avoid applying any
curing compound or sealer in a
single heavy coat. The use of
burlap, plastic sheeting or fogging
with water are not recommended
for curing, and may cause
discoloration.
6. TECHNICAL SERVICES
The Solomon Colors’ Laboratory
with over 50 years experience is
available to match existing colored
concrete, develop special color
tones or provide expert assistance
for your individual color needs.
Please write or call the Solomon
Colors’ Color Laboratory and
09/05 LC2

